intimate and just love another man without, um, you know, worrying about sex
so much.

in there I lost

I do have a problem with kissing,

my head held high by the hair—
words dripping out conversation’s neck

though, because

I do like to kiss. And that’s been

an idea of this alien nature

as it works its way with one’s own desire.
This means that the “I” is already
responsive to alterity in ways that it cannot
always control, that it absorbs external
forms, even contracts them, as one might
contract a disease.

difficult because of saliva. I assume, too, that you might
be passing it through saliva. I don’t know exactly what the

I want to say what it has meant

I lay on the hardwood floor
lay on wrists crossed in the small
of the back pressing in
to the what if— as if
silly reaching in to as if—
no getting past the boiling fact
of my blood stuff still circulating

and asked the pharmacist,
and of course they’re in
the back, behind him, so
you have to point them
out… and he gave me this
knowing sort of look, and I
thought, if you only knew…
And he did ’cause I saw
this pharmacist out in the
bars. So he

did know.

We are everywhere.

from year to trestle year

amoeba life then in now how become

I went into the drugstore

I thought, oh, this is great.

words pooling in polite assemblage
polite amoeba oozing

Really. So wait. Wait. I went.

In melancholy, we find ourselves acting as the other would have acted, using her speech,

donning his clothes. A certain active mode of substitution occurs, such that the other comes

...the bottom line now is that I’m possibly giving you a disease, and what does that really

definitive word is,

not only to inhabit the “I,” but to constitute an external force that acts within—a mode of
say? I’m possibly giving you or getting from you something, and … um … that’s a bottom

possible

psychic operation without which no subjectivity can proceed. Who

acts when the

line that kind of makes me really wonder about another person. I never really had to think

Right, so you kinda gotta push that over into, oh, well,

one who is lost from life is reanimated in and by the one who

about that before. If you met a person and you liked them and you enjoyed them, and

possible means you better watch out. Just on the safe side,

remains, who is transformed by the loss and whose

desire

even if you only spent one night, well, you had fun and you enjoyed that, and that’s what
every pulse a shred of information:
information: difference
that makes a difference to this
itching system. When you were put
down mercilessly I was asleep.
I drown now awake and feel you flail with me.
I wear you out. You cover for me. My ghost life
A thought of your body.

becomes the desire to infuse continuing life in
we shared. Well, obviously the bottom line’s different now, and we have to deal with it.

what is gone and puts its own life at risk in the course of that endeavor?

Those alien forms that the “I” assumes come from the matrix of life,

a certaın ıncorporatıon ensues...

and they constitute, in part, the specters of lives that are gone as well as modes of animating an other, assuming that externality internally so that

text in Baskerville by Judith Butler, “Spinoza’s Ethics under Pressure” (p 77) from Senses of the Subject, New York: Fordham UP, 2015

what comes back though past repair— somewhere

acquire an external form, to be animated
by an external cause and not be able to form

LEGEND

Prince on the radio / Purple Rain on the screen / On our feet in a dark theater shouting: That’s me! / Forever the extra in the movie
/ showing only a back / directed to walk away / while the main actors in blinding white fill the frame. / Later you’ll search for me.

what went unsaid

that’s a wonderful thing.

...it is possible for a self to

composition and text in Graphik by Jana Branch, 2016
text in Produkt: comments by Howard Liebhaber from “On the Safe Side” film by The Minnesota AIDS Project, c. early 1980s

in
habit

And now it’s sort of accepted to be close and intimate and loving without necessarily
being sexual with a man, and
The
pressure isn’t necessarily there to, you know, fuck or suck or just have sex, which has
been such a strong part of the community, maybe because we’re so oppressed… I don’t know…
I’m not gonna sit here and analyze that. But anyway. It’s nice that you can be close and

